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Abstract 
In this paper we present a new technique for bounding local Rademacher 

averages of function classes induced by a loss function and a reproducing ker
nel Hilbert space (RKHS). At the heart of this technique lies the observation 
that certain expectations of random entropy numbers can be bounded by the 
eigenvalues of the integral operator associated to the RKHS. We then work out 
the details of the new technique by two new oracle inequalities for 

which complement and generalize orevious results. 

Introduction 

Recent results [2, 14, 16, 19] establishing learning rates for support vector machines 
(SVMs) use Talagrand's inequality together with local Rademacher averages, see 
[1], to bound the estimation error, Le., the statistical error of these learning meth
ods. This approach requires to bound the local Rademacher averages of relatively 
complicated function classes that depend on both the loss function and the reproduc

kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) used in the SVM. For this task, two approaches 
currently exists: The first one, which goes back to Mendelson [6] and is applied 
in [16, 19], uses Dudley'S chaining with uniform covering numbers of the 

while the second one, applied in [2], uses another result by Mendelson 
to bound the Rademacher averages bv the the eigenvalues of the integra 

both approaches have 
and disadvantages. For example, to uniform covering numbers, 
values are closer related to the problem at hand and provide, in 
a weaker notion of the complexity of the RKHS. In particular, the compactness of 
the input space is, in general, superfluous when using eigenvalues instead of uni
form covering numbers. On the other hand, the analysis based on the eigenvalues 
is substantially more involved, and so far it is unclear whether apart from a rela
tively simple case considered in [2] it can be carried out for, e.g., more general loss 
functions. In addition, it remains so far unclear whether the analysis based on 
values produces artifacts, such as the of a quite restrictive noise assumption on 
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the data-generating distribution. Consequently, it seems fair to say that 
neither of these two approaches are silver bullets. 

In this paper, we present a new technique for bounding the local Rademacher 
averages, which combines the advantages of both approaches and simultaneously 
lacks their disadvantages. At the heart of our approach lies the simple observation 
that in Dudley's chaining argument one can use the functional inverse of covering 
numbers, i.e., entropy numbers. As a result, see Theorem 3.5, one can then bound 
the local Rademacher averages by the expectation of random entropy numbers. 
In the past, see e.g. [17], these in turn have been bounded by uniform entropy (or 
covering) numbers, which led to the first approach discussed above. To overcome the 
disadvantages of this approach, we use a result that bounds these random entropy 
numbers by the eigenvalues of the associated integral operator. In a nutshell, our new 
technique thus uses certain properties of entropy numbers to go from complicated 
functions classes considered in local Rademacher averages to scaled balls of RKHSs, 
and then uses specific features of RKHSs to make the step from random entropy 
numbers to eigenvalues. 

We illustrate how to use this new technique by deriving two new oracle inequal
ities for SVM type methods, which both use eigenvalues estimates as a complexity 
measure for the RKHSs. To be more precise, the first oracle inequality considers 
classical SVMs, while the second one deals with an SVM type approach that uses 
a lighter regularization term. We further show that both results nicely complement 
and generalize corresponding findings from [14, 2]. In particular, it turns out that 
the new oracle inequalities combine the advantages of the two approaches discussed 
above while simultaneously lacking their disadvantages. 

rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first explain our 
new approach in more detail and provide some results that connect random entropy 
numbers to eigenvalues. We then present and discuss the two oracle inequalities 
mentioned above. The proofs of these inequalities can be found in Section 3. 
we have attached an appendix that contains the relatively elegant, yet unusual proof 
for the connection between random entropy numbers and eigenvalues. 

Main Results 

In the following, X always denotes a measurable space that is equipped with some 
probability measure 11,. Moreover, 11 denotes a RKHS over X, whose kernel k 
X x X lR is assumed to be measurable. Let us further assume that it satisfies 

x) d/L(x) < 00..- (Ix 1/2 

) 

Then it is well-known, see e.g. [13, Chapter 4.3.], that 11 consists of square integrable 
functions and the inclusion id : H ----; (/L) is continuous with Ilid : 11 ----; L2 (/L)11 ::; 

Moreover, the integral operator Tk,j.L : L2(/L) ----; L 2 (/L) defined 

Tk,j.Lg(X):= Ix k(x,x')g(x')d/L(x'), 9 E L2(,1), x EX) (1) 
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is known, see e.g. again [13, Chapter 4.3.]' to be self-adjoint, positive, and compact. 
In addition, its sequence of eigenvalues (Ai(n,J.Jk::l is summable, i.e., 

I:
00 

Ai (n,j.L) < 00. 

i=1 

As already mentioned in the introduction, it has been shown in [2], that the speed 
of convergence of limi-->oo Ai (Tk,j.L) = 0 can be used to determine learning rates for 
SVMs using the hinge loss. In particular, [2] showed that faster rates of convergence 
result in faster learning rates. Of course, the behavior of the eigenvalues depends, 
in general, not only on the kernel k but also on the measure j.l, which for learning 
problems equals the marginal distribution Px of the data-generating distribution P 
on X x Y, where Y c lR is the set of possible labels. Therefore, the result in [2] seems 
to make it possible to identify distributions Px for which SVMs learn particularly 
fast. Unfortunately, however, the results in [2] only hold under a restrictive form of 
the sharpest Tsybakov noise assumption, see below for the details, and hence they 
cannot be used to explain the learning behavior of SVMs on realistic datasets. 

Another, more classical way to determine learning rates for SVMs and other learn
ing algorithms is based on the concept of covering numbers, or, as observed in [18"], 
on entropy numbers, which are the "inverse" of covering numbers. Let us only re
call the definition of entropy numbers since they have, as we will describe in the 
Appendix, a tight connection to eigenvalues. To this end, let E and F be Banach 
spaces and S : E ---+ F be a bounded linear operator. Then the (dyadic) entropy 
numbers ei (S), i 2: 1, of S are defined by 

2;-1 

ei(S) := inf{E > 0 : ::IXl,"" X2i-1 E SEE such that SEE c U(Xj + EEp)}, 
)=1 

where EE and Ep denote the closed unit balls of E and F, respectively. Clearly, S 
is compact if and only if limi--->oo ei(S) = 0, and the speed of this convergence can 
be considered as a measure on how compact S is. Now, if X is a compact space 
and k is continuous, then it is well-known that id : H ---+ C(X) is compact, and 
the convergence of the corresponding entropy numbers can be used to determine 
learning rates for SVMs, see [14, 16, 19]. Compared to [2], these learning rates hold 
for less restrictive assumptions on P, and hence are more widely applicable. On the 
downside, however, the entropy numbers of id : H ---+ C(X) are independent of Px, 
and therefore, they do not allow us to identify marginal distributions Px for which 
SVMs learn particularly fast. 

As we will see in the proofs of our main results, it is, however, not necessary to 
use C(X)-entropy numbers in [14]. Instead, it will turn out that it suffices to use 
expectations of random entropy numbers. More precisely, if for given Dx E xn we 
write DX for the corresponding empirical measure, then the behavior of 

lEDx~pxei(id: H ---+ L2(Dx)), i 2: 1, (2) 

can be used to determine oracle inequalities for SVMs, and thus learning rates. 
Unfortunately, however, expectations of random entropy numbers are known to be 
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notoriously hard to deal with, which to some extend may explain why the expecta
tion is often replaced by a supremum, see e.g. [17J. Obviously, the latter, presumably 
sub-optimal, approach could be avoided, if we could "move" the expectation inside 
the entropy numbers, that is, if we could consider ei(id : H ----" L2(/-L)), instead. 
Surprisingly, the following result shows that this is indeed possible: 

Theorem 2.1 Let k be a measurable kernel on X with separable RKHS Hand /-L 
be a probability measure on X such that IlkIILz(tt) < 00. Assume that there exist 
constants 0 < p < 2 and a 2:: 1 such that 

ei(id: H ----" L2(/-L)) ~ a1 P i 2:: 1. (3) 

Then there exists a constant cp > 0 only depending on p such that 

1 

lED""pnei(id: H L2(D)) ~ cpai- p , i, n 2:: 1. 

The above theorem can be restated in terms of Lorentz sequence norms, see 
e.g. Chapter 1.5 in [3]. To do so, recall that for p E (0, (0) and a decreasing, 
non-negative sequence (ai) the Lorentz (p, 00)-norm is defined by 

1

II (ai)llp,oo := SUpipai. 
i2:1 

Consequently, Theorem 2.1 states that for all 0 < p < 2 there exists a constant 
cp > 0 such that 

(lED""pnei(id: H I.dD))) < (id: H ----" L2(/-L)))ll p,oo' 

The following lemma shows that a similar relation holds between the eigenvalues 
and the L2 (/-L)-entropy numbers. 

Lemma 2.2 Let k be a rneasurable kernel on X with separable RKHS Hand /-L be 
a probability measure on X such that IlkIIL2(p) < 00. Then for all 0 < p < 1 there 
exists a constant cp > 0 only depending on p such that 

cpll (e;(id : H ----" L2(/-L))) IIp,(X) ~ II (Ai (Tk,tt)) < (id : H ----" (/-L))) IIp,oo' 

The lemma above basically states that the eigenvalues and the squared (/-L)
entropy numbers have the same asymptotic behavior as long the eigenvalues do not 
decrease faster than polynomial. In particular, if we assume that 

1 1 

Ai (Tk,Px ) ::; (LP C p , i 2:: 1, (4) 

for some constants (L 2:: and 0 < p < 1, then Lemma 2.2 yields a constant > 0 
such that 

ei(id : H ----" L2(/-L)) ::; i 2:: 1, 

and hence Theorem 2.1 shows 

lED,,-pnei(id : H ----" 
1 ] 

L2 (D)) ::; Cp (L2P C2P , i 2:: 1, (5) 
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where cp is another constant only depending on p. As already indicated above, such 
an estimate can be used to bound the local Rademacher averages occurring in a 
statistical analysis based on Talagrand's inequality. Consequently, the implication 
from (4) to (5) provides a simple device to incorporate eigenvalue estimates into an 
analysis that enjoys the relative simplicity of the entropy number approach. 

To illustrate this approach, we now present two resultip.g oracle inequalities for 
SVMs. To this end, we fix a nonempty compact set Y C 1] and a 

measure P on X x Y. Moreover, let H be a RKHS with bounded 
kernel k ""H"f"i 

:::;1. 

In addition, L : Y x lR [0, CX)) always denotes a continuous function which is 
convex in the second variable and satisfies L(y, 0) :::; 1 for all y E Y. Moreover, we 
assume that L is Lipschitz continuous in the sense of 

IL(y,t}) L(y,t2)1:::; ItI- t21, y Y, tI, t2 E R (6) 

In particular, we are interested in the hinge loss, which for Y := {-I, I} is defined 
by L(y, t) := max{O, 1 yt}, y E Y, t E R The function L will serve as loss function 
and consequently let us recall the associated L-risk 

where 1 : X ~ lR is a measurable function. Note that our assumptions immediately 
give RL,P(O) :::; 1. Furthermore, the minimal L-risk is denoted by Rtp, i.e. 

R1,p inf{RL,p(j) 11: X ~ lR measurable}, 

and a function attaining this infimum is denoted by II p. In the following we always 
assume that there exists at least one such II p. In addition, if there happens to be 
more than one such II p, we assume that we' have picked one foced such function. 

Recall that support ';ector machines, see [4, lO, 13], are based on the optimization 

Ip,>. arg + 

where >. > °is a regularization parameter and the function 1P,>. is 
known to be uniquely see [13, Chapter 5.1]. Note that if we identify 
a training set D = ((XI,Yl), ... ,(xn,Yn)) E (X x y)n with its empirical measure, 
then ID,>. denotes the empirical estimators of the above learning scheme. 

One way to describe the approximation error of SVMs is the 2-approximation 
error function 

A2(>') := >'IIIp,>.lllI + RL,P(jP,>.) - Rtp, >. > 0, 

which is discussed in some detail in [15] and Chapter 5.4 of [13]. In_ 
the 2-approximation error function has a tight connection to the more classical 
approximation errors of the scaled unit balls >. ~ 1 BH. For a statement in this 

rection we refer to [13, Exercise 5.11]. 
With these preparations we can formulate our first oracle inequality. 
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Theorem 2.3 Let L, and P satisfy the above assumptions. Moreover, assume 
that there aTe constants a ;:::: 1 and 0 < p < 1 such that 

JEDx~pxei(id : H -+ L2(Dx)) :s; i;:::: 1. 

In addition, suppose that for all 0 < >. :s; ] and all f E >. ~- '2 
J 
B H we have 

JEp(L 0 fLo fi,pf :s; c(1lflloo + 1)2-,9 (JEpL 0 f - L 0 fi,p)iJ (8) 

for some constants c ;:::: 1 and'/J E [0,1]. Then there exists a constant K ;:::: 1 only 
depending on c and p such that fOT all 0 < >. :s; 1, E E (0,1], x ;:::: 1, and n ;:::: x 
satisfying E ;:::: A2(>') + >. and 

E K>.-l max{ UD ,(~) ,(;) 2~~ }, 

we have 

xpn(DE (X x yt :RL,P(jD,>..) - R1,p < A2(>') + E) ;:::: 1 e- . 

In order to illustrate the theorem above let us assume that L is the hinge loss 
introduced above. Moreover, assume that P is a distribution with Tsybakov noise 
exponent q E [O,ooJ, i.e., there exists a C > °such that for 7J(X) := P(y = llx), 
x EX, and all sufficiently small t > 0 we have 

({x EX: 127J(x) 11:S; t}) :s; C· tq 
. (9) 

When q > 0, it follows from [16, Lemma 6.6] that the assumption (8) is satisfied 
with a = 1, '/J = qh, and C 11(27J 1)-lllq,oo + 2. Moreover, it is simple to show 
the same is true when q = 0 but with C = 5. Let us further assume that the sample 
size n satisfies n ;:::: ax. Some easy estimates then show that the conditions on E in 
Theorem 2.3 are satisfied if 

E;:::: A2(>') + >. + K>' -1 (:~) 

that is, we have 

RL,P(jD,>..) Ri,p < 2A2(>') +>'+K>.--l(a:) 

with probability pn not smaller than 1 e-X 
• Now note that is implied by the 

assumption 

1 I 

sup ei(id: H -+ L2(Dx)) :s; a2P i -21' , 1, 
DxExn 

which was imposed in [14, Theorem 2.1 & Example 2.4]. Besides this, however, 
the oracle inequality in [14, Example 2.4] is identical to (ll), and hence we see 
that in this sense Theorem 2.3 generalizes the results from [14]. Moreover, the 
implication (4) =} (5) shows that the oracle inequality of Theorem 2.3 also holds 
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(modulo a constant depending only on p), if we replace the random entrmw 
assumption (7) by the eigenvalue assumption (4). Under the latter 
has also established an oracle inequality in the case that x 1-+ 17(X) is bounded away 
from 0, 1, and 1/2, that if a stronger version of (9) holds for q 00. 

their result more interesting if the regularization term II . lit- of SVMs is 
replaced by the lighter regularization II . II H. Interestingly, our techniques can also 
be used to derive an oracle inequality for such a regularization. To formulate the 
corresponding result, we define the I-approximation error function 

AI(A) := Allfp,AIIH + RL,P(jP,A) - RL,p, A> 0, 

which is based on this lighter regularization. Note that there is an intimate relation
ship between the new function Al and the 2-approximation error function. Indeed, 
[13, 5.11] can be used to show that, given a f3 E (0,1]' the following two 
conditions are equivalent: 

i) There exists a constant c> °such that A 2(A) s: CA f1 for all A > 0 . 


..1lL 

There exists a constant C > °such that s: CA 1+19 for all A > 0. 

In the t:::I1:LLIVHl>IllV between the constants c and c can also be out 
but for brevity's sake we oIIlit the details. 

nr,"':1<>Y1r our oracle for this lighter type of regularization 

Theorem 2.4 Let H, and P satisfy the above assumptzons. Moreover, assume 
that both (7) and (8) aTe satisfied fOT some constants a ;::: 1, °< p < 1, c ;::: 1, and 
{j E [0, 1]. Then ther'e exists a constant K ;::: 1 only depending on c and p such that 
fOT all °< A s: 1, x ;::: 1, and n ;::: 1 satisfying 

(12)A;::: KC:) 
we have 

pn(D E (X x y)n: RL,p(jD,A) - RL,p < 2AI(A) + A) ;::: 1 

To illustrate this second oracle inequality, let us again assume that L is the hinge 
loss, and that P satisfies Tsybakov's noise assumption (9). Then assumption (12) 
becomes 

A;::: KC:) (13) 

which for q = 00 reduces to A ;::: K (":) this is exactly 
the result from [2], but without the need of 17 away from °and l. 

unlike [2], our result holds for all q E it also provides a 
of one another open problem of 

Let us finally compare the learning rates froIIl Theorem 2.3 and 2.4. To 
this end, we again restrict our considerations to the _ loss L. In addition, we 
assume that there exists constants c > °and (3 E 1] such that Acd A) < CAf1 for 
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2(qH) 

all ,\ > O. A simple calculation then shows that choosing '\n n -(q+pq 12)(1311) in 
(ll) asymptotically minimizes (ll) and the resulting learning rate is 

n (14) 

On the other hand, for the lighter regularization, (13) shows that '\n should asymp

totically behave like n , which, by the relationship between A2 and Al men
tioned above, again yields the learning rate (14). In other words, the exponent of 
the regularization term does not have an effect on our learning rates, which seems 
reasonable if one recalls the fact that the regularization path is also independent of 
the exponent, see [13, Exercise 5.9]. However, it is worth mentioning that for the 
classical II . Ilk-regularization, the optimal choice of ,\ requires knowing p, q, and 
/3, while for the lighter regularization, only p and q need to be known. Of course, 
from a practical point of view, this does not make a big difference since typically q, 
and often also p, are not known, so that ,\ needs to be determined by, e.g., cross
validation approaches. From a theoretical point, however, it is interesting that for 
the lighter regularization the asymptotically optimal '\n remains independent of the 
approximation error (function) when going from q 00, to arbitrary q. 

Proofs of the Oracle Inequalities 

In order to prove the oracle inequalities we need to recall some results from [14]. To 
this end, we assume in the following that q E {1,2} is fixed. We further define the 
function C:>- : X X Y x H [0,00) by 

C:>-(x, y, +L(y, x E X, Y E Y, f E H, 

where ,\ > 0 is a regularization parameter. Note that this yields 

lE(x,y)~pC:>-(x, y, j) ,\11 + 1lL,P(f) , 

and following the arguments of [13, Chapter 5.1J it is not hard to see that the latter 
regularized risk not only has a unique minimizer if q = 2, but also in the case of 
q = 1. To avoid notational overload we denote this minimizer in both cases by fp,:>-. 
Moreover, we need the induced classes 

9('\) ;= {C:>- 0 f C:>- 0 fp,:>- ; f E ,\-I/qBH}, ,\ > 0, 

where C:>- 0 f C:>-(" .,j). Note that 1lL,P(O) :s; 1 implies jp,:>- E ,\-I/qBH 
for all distributions P on X x Y, and hence the latter in particular holds for the 
empirical solutions fD,:>-. In other words, we have C:>- 0 fD,:>- - C:>- 0 fp,:>- E 9('\) for 
all D (X x y)n. 

Furthermore recall that the modulus of continuity of the classes 9('\) was defined 
by 

wP,n(9('\),c:) JED~pn( sup - JEDfl) , 
fc9(:>-), 
Epf"5.E: 

where P is a probability measure on X x Y. With the help of this modulus, 
Theorem 3.1] establishes the following general oracle inequality 
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Theorem 3.1 Adopt the above notations for fixed q E {1,2} and>' > 0. Further
more, assume that there exist constants b, B 2 0, (3 E [0,1]' W, W 2 0, and {) E [0,1] 
such that 

Ilglloo :::; b (JEpg)f3 + B (15) 

and 

JEpg2:::; (b(JEpg)f3+ B f-19(w(JEpg)19+ W ) (16) 

for all 9 E 9(>'). Then for all n 2 1, x 2 1 and E > °satisfying 

E 2 3wp,n (9 (>.), E) + j2X(bEf3 + B)2-19 (wc19 + W) + 2x(bEf3 + B) (17) 
n n 

we have 

x pn (D E (X x yt :>'llfD,,xII1I + RL,P(fD,,x) < Aq(>') + E) > 1 - e- . 

The case q = 2 

Let us first consider the standard SVM case q = 2. Then the bounds (15) and (16) 
were guaranteed by [14, Lemma 4.1] and [14, Lemma 4.2], respectively. For the sake 
of convenience we recall both results: 

1 
Lemma 3.2 For °< >. :::; 1, and >,-"2BH we define 9 := C,x 0 f - C,x 0 fp,,x. Then 
we have 9 E 9(>') and the following two bounds hold: 

3(JEpg)I/2 (A2(>.))1/2Ilglloo < >. + >. +2, 

( A2(>')>.+ JEpg) 1/2IlfliH < 

Lemma 3.3 Let P be a distribution on X x Y and suppose that there exist constants 
C 2 1 and {) E [0,1] such that the variance bound assumption (8) is satisfied for some 

1 °< >. < 1 and all f E >,-"2 BH. Then for all 9 E Q(>.) we have 

JEpg2:::; 16C( (JE~g) 1/2 + (A2~>')) 1/2 + lY-19 ((JEpg)19 + 2Ag(>.)). 

From these two lemmas it is easy to conclude that we may set (3 := 1/2, b := 

3>.-1/2, B := (A 2P))1/2+2, W := 16c, and W := 32cAg(>.) in Theorem 3.1. To apply 
the latter, it thus remains to find an upper bound on the modulus wP,n(9(>.),E). 

Our next goal is to establish such an upper bound if we have a bound on certain 
random entropy numbers. In a subsequent step we will then relate these random 
entropy numbers with the eigenvalues of the integral operator associated to Hand 
Px. Let us begin by recalling Rademacher averages. To this end, we fix a proba
bility space (8, C, v), and a Rademacher sequence El, . .. , En, that is, a sequence of 
i.i.d. random variables Ei : 8 --> {-I, I} satisfying V(Ei = 1) = V(Ei = -1) = 1/2 
for all i = 1, ... , n. Now let Z be a non-empty set equipped with some a-algebra 
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and Co(Z) be the corresponding set of all measurable functions 9 : Z -+ JR. Given 
a non-empty Y c Co(Z), a Rademacher sequence el,· .. ,en, and a finite sequence 
D := (Zl, . .. , zn) E Zn, the n-th empirical Rademacher average of Y is defined by 

1 n 

RadD(Q, n) := sup - I>i9(Zi) , . 
gE9 1Ii i=l 

It is well-known that symmetrization allows us to bound the modulus of continuity 
by expected Rademacher averages. Namely we have 

WP,n(Q(A), e) ::; 2lED~pnRadD(Qe:l 	 (18) 

where 
Ye: {g E Q(,\): JEpg::; c}. 

In view of Theorem 3.1 it thus suffices to find a bound on the expected Rademacher 
averages of Ye:' The classical way to obtain such a bound uses Dudley's chaining 
argument, see [5], [7], and Chapter 2.2 in [17], together with the covering numbers 
of Ye: with respect to L2(D). For our purposes, however, it is more convenient to 
use entropy numbers instead of covering numbers. Fortlmately, Dudley's chaining 
argument works with entropy numbers as well as with covering numbers, see [13, 
Theorems 7.13 and 7.16]. In order to recall the latter result, we define the (dyadic) 
entropy numbers of a subset A C H of a Hilbert space H by 

2i - 1 

ei(A, inf{e > 0 : :3 Xl, ... ,X2i-1 E A such that A C 	 U (Xj + cBH)} . 
J=l 

Now the following version of Dudley's chaining whose proof can be found in Chap
ter 7.3 of [13] bounds empirical Rademacher averages by entropy numbers. 

Theorem 3.4 For every non-empty set Q C Co(Z) and every finite sequence D := 

(Zl,"" zn) zn, we have 

16(OORadD(Q, :s; ~ L2i
/

2 e2,(yU{0},L2(D))+sup~n i=l 	 gE9 

Using Theorem 3.4 and an imposed bound on the average entropy numbers the 
following theorem provides a bound on expected Rademacher averages. Its proof 
follows the ideas of [61 and can again be found in Chapter 7.3 of [13]. 

Theorem 3.5 Let Y C Co(Z) be a non-empty set and P be a distribution on Z. 
Suppose that there exist constants B 2:: 0 and (j ?:: 0 such that Ilhll oo ::; Band 
JEph 2 :s; (j for all hEy. Furthermore, assume that for a fixed n ?:: 1 there exist 
constants p E (0,1) and a ?:: B 2 p s'uch that 

1 J 

JED""pn ei(Q,L2(D)) ::; a2P C2P, i ?:: 1. (19) 

Then there exist constants 0 1 > 0 and C2 (p) > 0 depending only on p such that 

.!::E. .JED""pnRadD(Q, ::; max { 01(P) a~ , 02(p) a Bl+pn- p } 
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To apply this general result to the sets ge we finally need the quantity 

A2(c:,'x) := c: + A 2 ('x) +'x. 	 (20) 

Now the upper bound on the expected Rademacher averages reads as follows: 

Lemma 3.6 Let n E N, and assume that there are constants a 2: 1 and p E (0,2) 
such that 

1 1 

lEDx~Px ei(id: H ---t L2(Dx)) < a2P C2P i 2: l. (21 ) 

Then there is a constant cp > °depending only on p such that for all distributions 
P on X x Y, all ,X E (0,1]' c: E (0,1]' and all Te 2: SUPgE9c lEpg2 we have 

lED~pnRadD(ge, n) ~ c max{Te~ (A2(~' ,X)) ~ (~) ~, (A2(~' ,X)) ~ (~) l~P }.p 

Proof: Lemma 3.2 shows that for all f E H with gj := C>. 0 f - C>. 0 fp,>. E ge we 
have 

IlfliH ~ ( A 2(,Xl + c:) 1/2 =: A. 

Let us therefore write ge := PllfI11+Lof: f E ABH} and ri := {Lof : f E ABH}. 
Now observe that ,Xllfl11 ~ 2 for all f E ABH, and hence the additivity of the 
entropy numbers, see [3, page 21], together with the Lipschitz continuity of L yields 

e2i-1 (ge, L2(D)) = e2i-1 (ge, L2(D)) 	 ~ ei([0,2], I . I) + ei (ri, L 2(Dx)) 

< 21-i+2ei(ABH,L2(Dx)) 

for all i 2: 1 and all D E (X x y)n. Averraging over D and using (21), we thus 
obtain 

. 1 1 1 1 1 

lED~pne2i-1 (ge, L2(D)) ~ 21-~ + 2Aa2P C2P ~ c (A2 + l)2:a2"P i-2"Pp 

for a suitable constant cp only depending on p. From this it is straightforward to 
conclude that 

lED~pnei(ge,L2(D)) ~ cp (A2+ 1)~a~ i-~ 
for all i 2: 1, where cp is another constant only depending on p. Now observe that, 
for f E H with gj E ge, we have IlL 0 flloo ~ 1 + Ilflloo ~ 1 + IlfliH ~ 1 + A 
and ,Xllfl11 ~ l. From this it is easy to conclude that Ilgjlloo ~ A + 3 =: B for 
all gj E ge. Assuming without loss of generality that cp 2: ViO we hence find for 
Ii:= c~P(A2 + l)Pa that Ii 2: B 2P. Applying Theorem 3.5 and A2 + 1 = ,X-1A2(c:,'x) 
then yields the assertion. • 

Proof of Theorem 2.3: As already indicated after Lemma 16 we will apply The
orem 3.1 with f3 := 1/2, b := 3,X -1/2, B := (A2y) )1/2 + 2, w := 16c, and 
W := 32cAg(,X). To do so, we first observe that with these definitions we have 

3A2 (c:, ,X)
bc:i3 + B ~ 3,X-1/2(c:1/2 + A~/2(,X) + ,\1/2) ~ 3 

,X 
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and + W ~ 32c(c:!9 + Agp.)) ~ 64cAg(c:, A), where Az(c:, A) is defined by 
Moreover, Lemma 16 shows that all g E ge satisfy 

1/2 (A (A))1/2 )219
Epg2 < 16c ((~ ) + + + 1 (c:..9 + 2Ag 

1-..9/2()< 16v3c c:+Az/ +A 4(e:+ A2(A))'!9( ) 

< 64v3cA!9/2-1 A~H/2(e, A). 

For 'Te := 64v'3cN9/ 2- 1A~+'!9/2(e:, A), Lemma 3.6 together with then yields a 
constant Cp only depending on p and c such that 

WP,n(Q(A) , e:) ~ Cp rnax{ 	 A) CD !, (A2(~'A)) 4(~) }. 

Let us now restrict our considerations to c: that satisfy e: ? A 2 (A) + A. Then we 
obviously have A2(E, A) ~ 2e: and hence Condition (17) is satisfied for such e: if 

II 	 II}
- 19-19p-2 ~ (a)"2 (IS) "2 (a) 19--2 ll:Q (X)"2 (e:)"2 Xe: > C max A 4 e: 4 - - - A 4 e: 4 - - 

p {	 n'A n' n 'A n' 

where Cp is another constant only depending on p and c. Simple algebraic transfor
mations then reveal that the latter is satisfied if 

E ? KA-Imax{ (~) ,(~r%p, (;r~~, (;r}, 
where K is yet another constant only depending on p and c. Applying Theorem 3.1 
and n ? X then yields the assertion. • 

The case q 1 

In view of the proof of Theorem 2.3 we first need to find analogons for Lemmas 3.2, 
3.3, and 3.6. Let us begin with an analogue for the first: 

Lemma 3.7 For 0 < A ~ 1, and A-1EH we define 9 := C>. 0 f - C>. 0 f P,>., where q 
is assumed to equal 1. Then we have g g(A) and the following two bounds hold: 

4. Epg + Al (A) + A< 
A 

]Epg +AI(A) 
H < 

A 

Proof: 	Let us fix an f E H. Then we have 

AllfllH 	 ~ AllfllH + RL,P(f) -- Ri,p 

~ Allfp,>.Ii H + RL,P(fP,>.) RL,P + Epg 

< A 1(A) +Epg, 

12 



and hence the second assertion follows. In order to show the first assertion, we 
first observe that the Lipschitz continuity of L together with L(y, 0) ~ 1 implies 

t) ~ 1 + ItI for all y E Y and t E lR!. By II . 1100 ~ 11-11 ff and the already proved 
second assertion, we consequently obtain 

+ 1 + Ilflloo ~ Al(A) + IEpg + 1 + AJ (A) + lEpgIIAllfllH + L 0 fll oo ~ 

< 2· ~--'--~ 

where in the last step we used °< A ~ 1. Since this inequality holds all f E H, 
we then obtain the assertion. • 

The next lemma establishes a variance bound similar to Lemma 3.3. 

Lemma 3.8 Let P be a distribution on X x Y and suppose that there exist constants 
c 2: 1 and () [0,1] such that the variance bound assumption (8) is satisfied for some 
0< A < 1 and all f E A-IBH. Then for all 9 E Q(A) we have 

2 I'i 

lEpg2~4C(4.lEp9+~1(A)+A) - ((lEpg)il+Af(A)). 

Proof: We use the shorthand notation IE for IEp and 11·11 for II·IIH. For g E !:I(A), 
we begin by picking an f A-IBH with 9 C>. 0 f c>. 0 fp,>,. Now observe that 

2lEg2 = lE(C>. 0 f - C>. 0 fp,>.) 

2
lE(Allfll Allfp,>.11 + L 0 fLo fp,>.) 

< 2lE(Allfll - Allfp,>.11)2 + 2lE(L 0 f - L 0 fp,>./

2
IIfl12 + 2A21Ifp,>.1!2 + 2lE(L 0 fLo fp,>.) 

< 4lE( [,of L 0 fl,p)2 + 4lE(L 0 L 0 fp,>.) 
2+ 2A211fl12 + 2A21Ifp,>.." . 

Denote C:= max (1lflloo + 1, Ilfp,>.lloo + 1). Then the assumption (8) and ail +bil ~ 
+ b)il for all a, b 2: 0, imply that 

lE(L 0 fLo f1,p) 
2 + o fI,p L 0 fp,>.) 

2 

v 
< 2cC2-1'i of - Lo +lE(Lofp,A-LofI,p)) . 

Since Allfll ~ 1and AIlfp,>. II ~ 1we hence obtain 

13 
< (lE(Lo f - LofL,p) + lE(Lofp,>. Lofl,p)) +2A211f11 2 Ilfp,>.112 

< 8cC2- il (lE(Lo f Lofl,p)+lE(Lofp,>. Lofl,p))V+4(Allfll 
'v

< 16cC2
-1'i (lE(Lof - LofI,p) + lE(Lofp,>. - Lofl,p) + Allfll + Allfp,>. 

= 16cC2
-,? (lEg + 2lE(Lofp,>. LofI.p) + 2Allfp,>.II) v 

< 16cC2-'~ ((lEo)V + 2Af(A)) . 

13 
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..... ......... .J JA) 

What is left is to bound C in the right hand side of this To that end, 
observe that Lemma 3.7 implies 

< II..PII 

1101 jj""""""

and 
< III II < Al(A) < lEg + Al(A)Ip,A _ P,A H _ A - A 

and hence we can bound 

C=max (II fll"" +1, 11/p-Allce +1) :::; +l. 

Combining the estimates then yields the assertion. • 
Let us finally establish a bound on the expected Rademacher averages of the sets 
for the case q 1. To this end we write 

Al(c:, A) := c: + Al(A) + A. 	 (22) 

Now the upper bound on the expected Rademacher averages reads as follows: 

Lemma 3.9 Let n E and assume that there are constants a 2': 1 and p E (0,1) 
such that (21) is satisfied. Then there is a constant cp > ° depending only on 
p such that lor all distributions P on X x Y, all A E (0,1], c: E (0,11. and all 
Tc 2': SUPgEge lEpg2 we have 

lED~pnRadDWc, :::; cp max { Tc: (Al(~' A)) p (~) ~, (c:, A) (~) l!P }. 

Proof: Lemma 3.7 shows that for all I E H gf CA 0 I - CA 0 Ip,)" E Yc: we 
have 

:::; Al(A)+C: =:A. 

Let us therefore write Qt; := {All/llwt-LoI: I E ABH} and 1i {Lo I: I E ABlI}. 
Now observe that All/lill ::; 2 for all IE ABlI, and we find 

e2i-l(yc:,L2(D)) e2i-l(Qc:,L2(D)) 	 ::; ei(lO,2J,1·1)+ei(1i,L2(Dx)) 
< 2l

-
i + 2ei(ABlI,L2(Dx)) 

for all i 2': 1 and all D E (X x y)rt As in the proof of Lemma 3.6 we then conclude 
that 

1 

lED~pnei(Ycl L2(D)) ::; cp(A + 2P 

for all i 2': 1, where ep is a constant only depending on p. Now observe that, for I E H 
with gf E Yc:, we have IlL 0 11100 ::; 1 + 11/1100 ::; 1 + II/IIH ::; 1 + A and AII/IIH ::; l. 
From this it is easy to conclude that Ilgflloo :::; A +3 =: B for all gf E Yt;. Assuming 
without loss of generality that cp 2': 3, we hence find for ii c~P(A + 1)2Pa that 
ii 2': B 2P. Applying Theorem 3.5 and A+ 1 A-lAl(c:,A) then yields the assertion . 

• 
14 




Proof of Theorem 2.4: We will apply Theorem 3.1 with (3 := 1, b := 4>.-1, 
B := 4 Al(~)+\ w := and W 8cAf(>.). To do so, we first observe that with 
these definitions we have 

+B~ +4.AI(>'1+A~4.AI(~'>') 

and 
WC

V + W + 8cA1 (>.) ::; 16 c Af (c, >.) , 

where A1(c, >.) is defined by (22). Moreover, Lemma 3.8 shows that all 9 E 910 satisfy 

>. 2-v 
JEpg2 ~ ---'--'-- (c1l + Af(>.)) 

2-{} 

< 32c (C+Al(>.))1I 

< 32c>.v--2 Ar(c) 

For Te := 32c>.v-2 Ai(c, >'), Lemma 3.9 together with then a constant 
only depending on p and c 

"2
< 

1 }. 
Let us now restrict our considerations to c that satisfy c 2: Al (>.) + >.. Then we 
obviously have AI(c,>.) ~ 2c and hence Condition (17) is satisfied for such c if 

II- a'ic a X'icX } 

1c > Cp max { (~) >. . (~) . (~) , >: .~ , 

where Cp 2: 1 is another constant only depending on p and c. Simple algebraic 
transformations then reveal that the latter is satisfied if (12) is satisfied for 

K 

Applying Theorem 3.1 thus yields the assertion. • 
Appendix 

In this appendix we present a proof of Th(''Orem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2. Note that 
Theorem 2.1 has been essentially established in [13, Chapter 7.5], while Lemma 

familiar with s-numbers introduced below. 
that these results are not accessible enough for the statistical 

community, so we decided to a recomDilation of their 

Let us begin by describing the connection eigenvalues and entropy num
bers for certain operators acting on a Hilbert space. To this end, let HI and H2 
be two (real) Hilbert spaces and S : HI be a bounded linear operator. We 
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say that S is compact, if the closure of the image SBHJ is a compact subset of 
We further denote the adjoint of S by S', i.e., S* is the operator which is uniquely 
determined by the relation 

(S.1;, S*Y}HJ' .1: Ih, Y E H2· 

Recall that a bounded linear operator T : H H is called self-adjoint if T* = T, and 
it is called positive if (Tx, :.c) ?:': O. Given a bounded linear operator S : HI -7 H2, it 
is elementary to see that S*S and SS* are self-adjoint and positive. 

It is well-known that for compact, self-adjoint, and positive operators T : H H 
there exist an at most countable orthonormal system (ei)iEI of H and a family 
(Ai(T))iEI such that Al ?:': A2 ?:': ... > 0 and 

Tx = 	LAi(T)(x,ei)ei, xEH. (23) 
iEI 

Moreover, {Ai(T) : i I} is the set of non-zero eigenvalues of T. In the following, 
we assume that 1 is of the form I = {I, 2, ... , iIi} if the cardinality ill of I is finite. 
In this case, we define Ai(T) := 0 for all i > iII- Moreover, if iIi 00, we assume 
throughout this paper that I = N. In the following, we call (Ai(T))i>1 the extended 
sequence of eigenvalues of T. 

Now observe that given a compact S: HI -7 H2, the operator S* S : HI -7 HI is 
compact, positive, and self-adjoint, and hence it enjoys a representation of the form 
(23) with non-negative eigenvalues. We write 

8i(S) := y'Ai(S*S) , i ?:': 1, 	 (24) 

for the singular numbers of S, where (Ai(S' S)k:':l is the extended sequence of eigen
values of S* S. Recall that S*Sand SS' have exactly the same non-zero eigenvalues 
with the same geometric multiplicities and hence we find 8i (S*) = 8i (S) for all i ?:': 1. 
Moreover, we have 

sf(S) Ai(S*S) Si(S'S), i ?:': 1, 	 (25) 

where in the second equality we used the fact that for compact, positive, and self
adjoint T : H -7 H we have 

si(T) = y'A~(T*T) y'Ai(T2) Ai(T) , i ?:': 1. (26) 

Let us now consider another interesting property of the singular numbers. To this 
end, let S E C(E, F) be a bounded operator acting between arbitrary Banach spaces 
E and F. For i 2: 1, its i-th approximation number is defined by 

ai(S) inf{ : A £(E, F) with rank A < (27) 

Obviously, (ai(S)k?:l is decreasing, and if rank S < 00, we also have ai(S) = 0 for 
all i > rank S. Moreover, by diagonalization (see, e.g., Section 2.11 of r91). one can 
show that 

8i(S) 	 (28) 
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for all compact S C(Hl, H2) acting between Hilbert spaces and all i 2:: 1. In 
other words, singular and approximation numbers coincide for compact operators on 
Hilbert spaces. Moreover, entropy numbers are also closely related to approximation 
numbers. Namely, Carl's inequality, see Theorem 3.1.2 in [3], states that for all 
o< p :::; 00 and 0 < q < 00 there exists a constant Cp,q > 0 such that 

L
m 

iq/P-1e{(S) :::; Cp,q L
m 

iq/p-1ai(S) (29) 
i=l 

S . E -> F acting between Banach spaces and all m 2: 1. 
shows that the same holds for the finite dimensional 

on p 

Sup1,·fl'eit~) :::; cp sup 
is;m is;m 

In general, these inequalities cannot be inverted, but for Hilbert spaces Hand 
compact operators T : H -> H, we actually have the following inverse of the 
above inequalities: 

ai(T) :::; 2ei(T), i 2: 1. (31) 

For a proof we refer to p. 120 in [3]. With these preparation we can now prove 
Lemma 2.2: 

Proof of Lemma 2.2: Let us define the operator Sk,/-L : L2(j.t) H by 

;= Lk(x, x')g(x')dj.t(x') , 9 E L2(j.t), x X. (32) 

Then it is easy to show that Sk,/-L is the adjoint of the inclusion id : H 
hence we have id : H -> L2(j.t) = Sk,/-L' Consequently, we obtain T,o. 

and 

:H < :H 

for all i 2:: 1. From this the inequality of the right hand side can be easily derived. 
Analogously, Carl's inequality (30) together with (28), (25), and (26) implies 

C;l sup i1/Per(id : H -> L2(j.t)) :::; sup il/Pay(Sk IJ sup il/PAi(Tk,IJ 
is;m is;m' is;m 

for all m 2:: 1. Letting m -> 00 then yields the assertion. • 
Lemma 2.2 shows that the entropy numbers ei(id : H L2(j.t)) and the eigen

values Ai(Tk,lt) are closely related to each other, and that this relation is indepen
dent of the measure 11. This suggests that Theorem 2.1 can be proved once we 
have established a relation between Ai (Tk,/t) and the average random eigenvalues 

(Tk,D)' Fortunately, a sufficient result in this direction hal3 already been 
12] in the special case of continuous kernels over compact metric 

generalized this result to bounded mea.surable kernels with 
a close inspection of the of 

the bOlmdedness of the kernel k can be 
< 00. The corresponding 
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Theorem 3.10 Let k be a measumble kernel on X with sepamble RKHS Hand J.L 
be a probability measure on X such that IlkIIL2(fL) < 00. Then JOT all m 2: 1 we have 

00 00

.L Ai(Tk,D) ::; .L /\(Tk,ft). (33) 
i::=rn i=m 

With the help of this theorem we can now establish a general inequality between 
ei(id : H L2(J.L)) and IED~fLnei(id : H --> L2(D)). As we will see below, the 
assertion of Theorem 2.1 is a simple consequence of this general inequality. 

Theorem 3.11 Let k be a measumble kernel on X with sepamble RKHS Hand J.L 
be a probability measure on X such that Ilkll L2(Ji) < 00. Then for all 0 < p < 00 and 
all 0 < q ::; 2 there exists a constant Cp,q 2: 1 only depending on p and q such that 
for all n 2: 1, m 2: 1, and M := min{m, n} we have 

m M 1 00 ~ q/2.L iq/P-1IED~fLne?(id : H --> L 2 (D)) ::; Cp,q.L ( i I:e; : H --> L2(J.L)); 
i=l i=l J=' 

Proof: Carl's inequality (29) shows that there exists a constant > 0 such that 
for m, n 2: 1 and all D E xn we have 

Tn m min{m,n} 

'"" ·q/p-1 q(S* ) < p
L..i ~ e, k,D- .L i q/ -

1a?(Sk,D) = .L lai(Sk,D) , 
i=l i=l i=l 

where in the last step we used that n 2: rank Sk,D implies ai(S'k,D) = 0 for all i > n. 

Moreover, for M:= min{m,n} and iII. l(M + 1)/2J, we have 

M M M 
'"" iq/P1 aq(S* ) < '""(2i - l)q/p-1aQ (S* ) + '""(2i)q/p-1 aQ(S* )L..i z k,D - L..i 22~ 1 k,D L..i 22 k,D' 
i=l i=l ;=1 

If p ::; q, the monotonicity of the approximation numbers thus yields 

M M 
i q/P- 1'"" aq (S* ) < 2q/p '"" iq/p-1aq (S* )L..i 2 k,D - L..i 22-1 k,D, 

i=l i=l 

and if p > q we analogously find 

M M 

'"" iq/P-1aq(S* ) < 22+q/p '"" i q/l'-l aQ (S* )L..i k,D - L..i 22~·1 k,D,t 

i=l i=l 

Using (28) and (24) we further see that ar(S'k,D) = Sr(S'k,D) = Si(S'k,DSk,D) 
Ai(Tk,D) for all i 2: 1 and D E xn. Since q ::; 2 we thus obtain 

m M 
'"" .q/p .. 1IE q(S') < - '"" 'q/l'-lIE q (S* )L..i Z D~fLnei k,D Cp,q L..i Z D~fLna2i_l k,D 
i=] 2=1 

11'1 
< - "I\' .q/l' 1 (IE \ ('7' )) q/2Cp,q L..i Z D~/Ln A2i-l .1. k,D , 

;=1 
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where Cp,q := 22+q/pcp,q. Now for each D E xn the sequence (Ai(Tk,D)k:1 is mono
tonically decreasing and hence so is (lED~/-LnAi(Tk,D)k:.1. By Theorem 3.10, we hence 
find 

~-1 	 = 
i lED~/-LnA2i-l (Tk,D) :S 	 L lED~/-LnAj(Tk,D) :S L Aj(Tk,/-L) 

j=i j=i 

for all i 2 1, and consequently we obtain 

M 	 M = )q/2(11L iq/p- 1(lED~/-LnA2i-1(Tk,D))q/2 :S L iq/p- i L Aj(Tk,/-L) 
i=l i=l j=i 

Moreover, by (24), (25), and (28), we have 

Aj(Tk,/-L) = Si(Sk,/-L 0 Sk,/-L) = s~(S'k'/-L) = a;(S'k,/-L) :S 4e;(S'k,/-L) , 

where in the last step we used (31). Combining the estimates above, we hence obtain 

m 	 q M q p (= )q/21~ iq/P-1lED~/-Lne;(Sk,D) :S 2 cp,q ~ i / - ~ f; e;(S'k,/-L) 

i.e., we have also shown the assertion. • 
Proof of Theorem 2.1: Since 0 < p < 2, it is easy to see that there exists a 
constant cp such that 

= 	 = 1,,", 2(S* ) < 2 1,,", ._£ -2 2 ._£
i~ej k'/-L_a·i~JP:Scpazp 

j=i 	 j=i 

for all i 2 1. Using ~ - 1 > -1, we hence find another constant c~ > 0 such that 
for m 2 1 we have 

m £-1 (= )1/2 m 1.-1 1.1 . 
Lip iLe;(S'k,/-L) :ScpaLi p :Sc~amp. (34) 
i=l j=i i=l 

Furthermore, for in:= 	l(m+ 1)/2J, the monotonicity of the entropy numbers yields 

m 	 m 

- £ lE (S*) 	 ""' .£-l lE (S*) ""' .£-l lE (S*)mp D~/-Lnem k,D :S 	~ ZP D~/-Lnei k,D :S ~ ZP D~/-Lnei k,D' 

i=m i=l 


and since m/2 :S l(m + 1)/2J = in, we hence obtain 

m 
221

lED~/-Lnem(Sk,D) :S 41/Pm -Ii L i"P- lED~I,nei(S'k,D)· 
i=l 

Combining this estimate with (34) and Theorem 3.11 for p := p/2 and q := 1 then 
yields first assertion. • 
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Although not needed for the analysis of this paper, we finally like to mention 
another corollary of Theorem 3.11. 

Corollary 3.12 Let k be a measurable kernel on X with separable RKHS Hand /1 
be a probability measure on X such that Ilklll.dfL) < 00. Then for all 0 < p < 2 there 
exists a constant cp ~ 1 only depending on p such that for all n ~ 1 we have 

00 	 00

L i2/p-1ED"-'jLne;(id : H -4 L2(D)) ::; cp L i2/p
-

1e;(id : H -4 L2(/1)). 
;=1 i=1 

Proof: For q 2 the right-hand side of the inequality of Theorem 3.11 becomes 

M (00 ~ q/2 M 00 00 00 
2 p	 2~ iq/~1 ~ ~ e;(Sk,fL)j ~ i / - ~ e;(Sk,jL) = ~~ bi,j, 

where bi,j := 0 if i > min{j, M} and- bi,j := i2
/ 

p
-

2e;(Sk,jL) otherwise. Moreover, 
rearranging the sums and using p < 2 yields a constant cp such that 

00 	 00 M j 00 M 
2	 2 2 p 2 2'" '" b· - '" '" i /p

- e (S* ) + "', '" i2
/ - e (S* )~~ l,J ~~ J k,l~ ~ ~ J k,jL 

j=l i=1 j=l i=l j=M+l i=l 

M 00 

< c "'J,2/p-1e2(S* ) + c '" M 2/p-1 e2(S* )
p ~ J k,jL p ~ 'J k,l~ 

j=1 j=M+l 
00 

< '" ·2/p1 2(5'* )cp ~J ej k,jL' 
j=l 

Applying Theorem 3.11 then yields the assertion. • 
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